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Our Projects &  Accreditations Speak For Themselves
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Our Mission

To deliver the highest quality and most cost effective of specialist fire detection and fire 
protection services available.

Why have different fire specialist companies working on your project?
EA-RS delivers every type of mechanical and electrical fire system in one solution.

Are EA-RS too big to care?
Our senior team up to our CEO are available 24/7 to ensure your peace of mind throughout the delivery 
process and beyond.

Our Team, we are committed to continually train, maintain and attract the highest quality engineers and 
support staff, and to procure the latest technologies to help save lives and property.

Since our formation in 1996, we have provided Fire Systems services to the UK’s leading construction, facilities 
maintenance and end user clients, while developing technologies and manufacturing partnerships so that 
every property we work on gets the right equipment for the risk-not the equipment that we profit most from. 
More recently we have acquired a well established Level 3 Sprinkler business, Cirum Fire Engineering who 
provided the Sprinkler Services to many of our existing clients and deliver the maintenance in many of the 
same properties. We are now truly a “one solution” Fire Engineering Systems House.

Can I talk to a decision maker at EA-RS?
YES! Our Management are focused problem solvers who are empowered to make decisions without 
layers and layers of management or big company politics.

Do EA-RS install their systems without subcontracting? 
YES! The EA in EA-RS has been installing systems for 20 years and our contracting and project 
management background and processes ensure projects flow without subcontractor hold ups and 
financial arguments.

Can I use EA-RS for all my fire engineering and design advice for free?
YES! Our designers and sales engineers are on hand for not only British Standards advice but on 
installation and technical advice also.

How reactive and responsive are EA-RS?
We pride ourselves with a rapid response to any enquiry and deliver designs, quotations and tenders 
on time every time. If we are delivering projects, we respond to every issue early, provide a solution and 
move on...

One solution fire systems specialists



Case Studies

Project Project Installation type Client

BBC Television
Centre

Plot ABC
£2.6M

Integrated fire detection, public address voice 
alarm, fire telephone disabled refuge, disabled 

toilet, smoke management systems.

Brighton Hospital
Brighton hospital

£2.1m
Integrated fire detection and alarm, fixed, FT/DR, 

smoke management & pre-action systems.

Hackney Council £1.2M Fire alarm, extinguisher, gas suppression and 
service and maintenance

Paddington
Central

Various buildings 
£2.2m

(Shell & core &
fit-outs)

Integrated fire detection, flame detection & 
alarm systems and fixed gaseous suppression 

systems provided to manufacturing facility

Post Building Building 6
£720k

Integrated fire detection, public address voice 
alarm, fire telephone disabled refuge, disabled 

toilet, smoke management & pre-action systems

Project Project Installation type Client

Bodleian Library Oxford archive
£1.5m

Bespoke watermist system including full design 
and testing protocol

Lacon House
Holborn

£230k
Integrated fire detection and alarm, fixed, ft/ dr, 

smoke management systems

Finsbury Square 
Commercial

No 8 shell and 
core fit out

£800k

Fire detection system, public address voice 
alarm, fire telephone & disabled refuge, disabled 

toilet systems & pre-action systems

Telehouse Data
Centre

TN2 Data Centre
Inc fit outs 

£ 3.6M

Integrated fire detection, public address voice alarm, 
fire telephone disabled refuge, disabled toilet, smoke 
management systems. Sprinkler system, watermist, 

gaseous suppression systems and vesda system

UBS Broadgate
UBS Bishopsgate 

Fit Out £1.5m
Integrated fire detection, public address voice 

alarm, vesda



EA-RS at a glance

One solution – fully Insurance backed

Meet our team

Alan Wheal CEO alanwheal @ea-rsfire.com

Mark Wheeler Managing Director markwheeler@ea-rsfire.com

Derek Ferguson CFO derekferguson@ea-rsfire.com

Dave Watson Business Development 
Director

davewatson@ea-rsfire.com

Jason Clitheroe Operations Director jasonclitheroe@ea-rsfire.com

Ray Wallace Head Of Finance raywallace@ea-rsfire.com

Phil Silverlock Technical Services 
Director

philsilverlock@ea-rsfire.com

Paul Salisbury Circum FE -
General  Manager Psalisbury @circum.ltd.uk

200,000
devices

installed

7 Million 
metres of

cable installed

100 miles
of pipework

250 years 
combined 
experience



We have managed to firmly establish a reputation for tendering support and cost plan budgeting through to 
fully engineered designs for pre-construction and successfully delivered hundreds of projects without missing a 
single practical completion date. We work tirelessly to provide the best solution for the risk we need to protect. The 
provision of our turnkey engineering solution is recognised as essential to today’s ever changing regulations and 
insurance company demands to get Fire Safety right first time.

Experience, Certification
and Accreditation

Fire detection system (open-protocol) e.G. 
Kentec, advanced, apollo, hochiki

Fire detection system (managed-protocol) 
e.G. Edwards es, protec

Aspirating smoke sampling detection 
systems-vesda, protec

Public address & voice alarm systems e.g. 
Baldwin boxall, est

Fire telephone & disabled refuge systems 

Disabled toilet

Gaseous suppression systems (chemical 
and inert solutions)

Gas detection

Water mist systems, danfoss high 
pressure, tyco low pressure

Sprinkler systems

We have the capability to deliver all of the below and more:



Accreditations

Our  expertise lies in the design, supply, installation, commissioning and continued life-cycle maintenance of Fire 
Detection & Protection systems. Our focus is based upon responsive decision making during the delivery of the 
project, the system commissioning and of the ultimate satisfaction of  the client’s needs proving our tried and trusted 
repeat business model.

As is the nature of the safety of life and property, we have an extensive support service which enables the confidence 
in the ongoing operation of the systems for the entire life cycle of the system. In addition, the newly installed systems 
are developed to ensure they meet the exact needs of the building and its user. It is important to us that the user is 
confident in the system operation and capabilities, this enables the benefit of the system to be fully realised.

Our turnkey capabilities can be demonstrated and provide comfort by means of our independent accreditation, 
as even with the best equipment, fire systems are only effective if correctly designed, installed, commissioned and 
serviced in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations. It is therefore important that specifiers select only 
competent companies with a proven track record to undertake the work.

Accreditations



LPS1204 Scheme Overview

LPS1014 Detection & Alarm Systems
LPS 1014 Requirements for Certificated Fire Detection and Alarm System Firms meets these 

requirements in full. LPS 1014 requires one encompassing Certificate of Conformity for the project, 
i.e. single point responsibility, which benefits all parties concerned, i.e. the insurer, the fire brigade, 

the building owner, etc.

LPS1204 Gaseous Suppression Systems
The purpose of LPS 1204 scheme, Requirements for Firms engaged in the design, installation, 
commissioning and servicing of gas extinguishing systems, is to provide an assurance that gas 
extinguishing systems perform correctly. It is recommended that the LPS 1204 Certificated Firm is 
given responsibility for the complete system,

including the following aspects:

EXTINGUISHING DESIGN 
CONCENTRATION

SECTION OF APPROPRIATE 
GAS TYPE

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
INTEGRATION

CHECK ON ENCLOSURE 
LEAKAGE INTEGRITY

DISCHARGE AND POST 
DISCHARGE VENTING

LPS1014 Scheme Overview

LPS1048 Scheme Overview

LPS1048 Sprinkler Suppression
To make sure a sprinkler installation will work it must be properly

designed and installed. LPCB/BRE Certification Ltd undertakes third
party verification of industrial and commercial sprinkler systems

installers to a standard known as LPS 1048.



EACH AND EVERY CUSTOMER ARE AT THE
FOREFRONT OF EVERYTHING WE DO

Fire
Detection

Sprinkler to
LCPB Level 3

Service & 
Maintenance

Water-Mist &
Gas Suppression

Head Office: 4 Swanbridge Industrial Park, Black Croft Road, Essex CM8 3YN

Tel: 01376 503680 Email: onesolution@ea-rsfire.com


